The salts [Co(C,H,),]+ wavelength absorptions at
Ion pairs composed of a reducing and an oxidizing metal complex are well known to display a new electronic absorption band which belongs to an intermolecular or outer-sphere (OS) charge transfer (CT) transition from the reducing to the oxidizing complex [l-3] . In many cases it has been shown that this OS CT excitation leads to stable photoproducts. Quite recently organometallic ion pairs characterized by such optical OS CT transitions have been also discovered [4- [
This reaction was driven to completion when the salt was incorporated into a transparent KBr pellet as used for IR spectroscopy.
The [Mn(CO),]-the situation is more complicated, since Cr' with the ds electron configuration provides two low-energy acceptor orbitals. The electron transfer from Mn-' to Cr' thus results in two different potential curves (Fig. lb) . The lower curve undergoes only a small horizontal displacement since the electron is accepted into the half-occupied qs orbital of Cr' which is non-bonding. This assumption is supported by the fact that the chromium-carbon distance of [Cr(C,H,),]
is very similar to that of ICr(C,H,),]' [15] . In contrast, the higher-energy curve is shifted to much larger Cr-C distances, since the acceptor orbital at Cr' is now the same antibonding e,* orbital as that of [CO(C~H~)~]+_ We assign the absorption band of [Cr(CGH,),lf [Mn(CO),]-at A,,, 665 nm to the Mn-' to Cr' MMCT transition terminating at the higher-energy curve. It is assumed that a second MMCT transition to the lower curve occurs at much lower energies in the near IR region, which is not accessible with our instrumentation for solid samples. However, this curve now provides the small activation energy E, for thermal electron transfer which is responsible for the thermal instability of the salt FWVW21+ WCO)51-.
Conclusion
Optical OS MMCT transitions seem to be of rather general significance in the electronic spectroscopy of organometallic compounds. MMCT excitation extends C32 the range of organometallic photoredox processes. The observed photoactivity is also exceptional, since it occurs in the solid state.
